
Vertical Motion Problems
Earth has a gravitational pull of 16 feet per second squared (Acceleration)

Here is what this means

The contractor accidentally drops his hammer 

1) after 1 second?

2) after 2 seconds?

3) after 3 seconds?

4) after 4 seconds?

How far will the hammer drop after?

Distance = 16t2

16t2

What would happen to 
the hammer if there were 
not any gravity?
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 Since gravity pulls objects downward 
we will make acceleration due to gravity 
negative

Vertical Motion Problems
However, the traditional Vertical Motion Problems involves throwing an object 
upwards and gravity pulls it back down.

In this case we must account for how much force is applied to throwing the object.

This force is called initial velocity.

h = -16t2 + vt + s
h = equal height of object after "t" seconds

v = initial velocity

s = starting height or starting position

t = time

Scenario - Nick flings a booger straight up into the air 
with an initial velocity of 22 feet per second. The booger 
left his hand at a height of 6 feet. 

gravity

a) What is the equation?

b) how high is the booger after 0 seconds?

c) how high is the booger after 1 second?

d) how long until the booger hits the ground?

..
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Scenario - Raegan fires an arrow from a bow. 
The arrow leaves the bow at a height of 6 feet.
The initial velocity of the arrow is 95 feet per second

a) What is the equation?

b) How high is the arrow after 1 second?

c) How high is the arrow after 2 seconds?

d) How high is the arrow after 3 seconds?

e) How long until the arrow hits the ground?

zz
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Tomorrow's test

Find the discriminant for the following quadratic.
Use the discriminant to determine how many and what type of solution the quadratic has.

3p2  10p = 5

Use the quadratic formula to solve the equation. SHOW WORK and put answers in simplest radical 
form

3p2  10p = 5

Vertical Motion problem: the answer can be written as a decimal.
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